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THE TOEPLITZ THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATIONS
TO APPROXIMATION THEORY AND LINEAR PDE'S

RONG-QING JIA

Abstract. We take an algebraic approach to the problem of approximation

by dilated shifts of basis functions. Given a finite collection <t> of compactly

supported functions in LP(RS) (1 < p < oo), we consider the shift-invariant

space S generated by O and the family (Sh : h > 0), where Sh is the h-

dilate of 5. We prove that {Sh : h > 0) provides Lp-approximation order r

only if S contains all the polynomials of total degree less than r . In particular,

in the case where i> consists of a single function q> with its moment / ip ̂  0 ,

we characterize the approximation order of (Sh : h > 0) by showing that the

above condition on polynomial containment is also sufficient.

The above results on approximation order are obtained through a careful

analysis of the structure of shift-invariant spaces. It is demonstrated that a shift-

invariant space can be described by a certain system of linear partial difference

equations with constant coefficients. Such a system then can be reduced to an

infinite system of linear equations, whose solvability is characterized by an old

theorem of Toeplitz. Thus, the Toeplitz theorem sheds light into approximation

theory. It is also used to give a very simple proof for the well-known Ehrenpreis

principle about the solvability of a system of linear partial differential equations

with constant coefficients.

1.  INTRODUCTION

In this paper we take an algebraic approach to the problem of approximation

by dilated shifts of basis functions.
Given a compactly supported function cp : W —» C and a complex-valued

sequence a on Z1, the semi-convolution cp*'a is the sum Yl»ezs ^( ' ~a)a(a) ■

Let / be a finite set, and let O = (<Pj)jej be a finite collection of compactly

supported functions from W to C. We denote by ¿/^(O) the linear space of

all functions of the form J2,ej *Pj *' aj > where Oj (j e J) are sequences on

Is. Then S := ¿/"(O) is shift-invariant in the sense that

/ € S => /(•-}') e S       Vy g V .

We call 5" a finitely generated shift-invariant space.
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Let us consider approximation in LP(W) spaces (1 < p < oc). For a subset

G of LP(W), the distance from / to G, denoted by distp(/, C7), is defined
by

distp(f, G) := inf \\f - g\\p .

Let O be a finite collection of compactly supported functions in LP(W).

Let S := ^(<&) n LP(W) and Sh := \g(-/h) : g e S} (h > 0). Given a
nonnegative integer r, we say that J/^O) provides Lp-approximation order r

if, for any sufficiently smooth function f e LP(RS),

distp(f, Sh) = 0(hr).

Denote by nr the set of polynomials in s variables of (total) degree < r.

We agree that n_i = {0}. The Fourier transform of a function cp e LX(W) is

defined by

9(C) := /  cp(x)e~ii'xdx,       CeRs,
Jw

where C • x denotes the inner product of two vectors C and x.

There has been an extensive study on approximation with shift-invariant

spaces. Here we only mention three recent works. In [8] the author char-

acterized the Lp-approximation order of S^(<i>) for the case when the space

dimension s— 1. When <ï> consists of a single function cp , Ron in [15] gave a

characterization of the L^-approximation order of <%*(<&) as follows. If cp is

a compactly supported continuous function on W with cp(0) ̂ - 0, then S^(cp)

provides Loo-approximation order r if and only if 3^(cp) D Ur-X . We note

that the method used in [15] cannot be applied to the case where 1 < p < oo .

In [3], de Boor, DeVore, and Ron characterized the L2-approximation order

of <5^(<P). Their method works only for the L2-norm. On the other hand,

they allowed <I> to consist of arbitrary functions in L2(M.S) (not necessarily of

compact support).

One of our goals in this paper is to extend Ron's result to the case 1 < p < oo.

One direction is relatively easy: If ^(0) / 0 and S?(cp) D U.r-X , then S^(cp)

provides Lp-approximation order r. Here we sketch the idea of the proof.

Using the notion of commutator introduced in Chui, Jetter, and Ward [6], de

Boor in [1] showed that #>(0) ̂  0 and <9*(cp) 2 Llr_i together imply that

(1.1) Dacp(2nß) = 0   V|a| < r anà ß £ Zs\{0} .

If tp(0) ¿0 and (1.1) holds, then we say that cp satisfies the Strang-Fix condi-

tions of order r (see [16] and [5]). Once we know that cp satisfies the Strang-Fix

conditions of order r, a quasi-interpolation technique can be used to produce

an approximation scheme that provides the desired approximation order. See

the paper [10] by Jia and Lei for an explicit construction of quasi-interpolants

in the LP(W) spaces (1 < p < oc). Also, see the recent survey paper [2] by de

Boor on quasi-interpolants.

For the converse we are required to prove that <9*(cp) D Ylr-X if ¿?(cp)

provides Lp-approximation order r. In fact, we show that this is true for

5P(Q>), where <I> consists of a finite number of compactly supported functions

in LP(W). A special case of this problem was discussed in [4] by de Boor and

Höllig. To tackle this problem in the general setting, we need to investigate the

structure of S*(<S>). It turns out that a shift-invariant space can be described by
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a certain system of linear partial difference equations with constant coefficients.

Such a system then can be reduced to an infinite system of linear equations.

Thus, we are led to the problem of solvaiblity of an infinite system of linear

equations.

Let A = (aij)i£ijtzj be a matrix, where / and J are two (possibly infinite)

sets and the entries a,j are in a field K. We assume that every row of A is

finitely supported, that is, for every i € I, the set /, := {j : a¡j ^ 0} is finite.

Consider the system of linear equations:

(1.2) y/auxj = bl,        i el,
jeJ

where the vector (b¡)¡ei e K1 is given. We say that the system of linear equa-

tions (1.2) is consistent if it can be solved for (Xj)j€j e KJ. The system of
linear equations (1.2) is said to be compatible if, for every finitely supported

vector k = (/,),<=/ € K1,

£U«a«; = 0   Y/e/    =>    V¿,o( = 0.
tel iei

It is obvious that consistency implies compatibility. The converse implication

is the content of the following theorem by Toeplitz. Its proof can be found in

[13, p. 96].

Theorem 1 (Toeplitz). The system of equations (1.2) is consistent if and only if
it is compatible.

In §2 we apply the Toeplitz theorem to the study of linear partial differential

equations with constant coefficients and give a simple proof of the well-known

Ehrenpreis fundamental principle on the solvability of such systems of linear

pde's (see [7, Theorem 6.1]). In §3 we establish a similar result about linear

partial difference equations with constant coefficients. Our approach is direct

and elementary. Also, see [14] and [11] for some related results.
With the help of the result in §3, we are able to describe the structure of

a finitely generated shift-invariant space. We say that a function / is locally

contained in ,5^(0) if, for any compact subset E of W , there exists an element

gp e ^(O) such that / and gp agree on E. In §4 we show that a function

locally contained in ¿^(«P) actually lies in it. In §5 this result is used to establish

a lower bound for the approximation order. It is proved there that, if S?(<$>)

provides Lp-approximation order r for some p e [1, oo], then <5^(<I>) contains

nr_i . Finally, if <S> consists of a single function cp with 0(0) ^ 0, then we

prove that S?(cp) provides Lp-approximation order r for some p e [1, oo] if

and only if YLr-X çS*(cp).

2. Partial differential equations

We use K[XX , ... , Xs] (resp. K\\X\, ... , Xs]]) to denote the ring of poly-

nomials (resp. formal power series) in 5 indeterminates Xx, ... , Xs over K.

Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. Given a = (ax, ... , as) e NJ and

ß = (ßi, ... , ßs) e W , a < ß means a¡ < ßj for all j = I, ... , s . Further,

a! := ot\\ • • • as\. The monomial X"' ■ ■ ■ X?s is denoted by Xa . Moreover, the
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differential operator Da on K\XX, ... , XSJ is defined by the rule
(\

/?SNS / ß>a        KH ''

If p = Ysatw caXa is a polynomial, then p induces the differential operator

P(D) = Zaew caDa .

Let / = J2ß€NS CßXß be an element in K\XX, ... , XSJ. We denote its

constant term en by f(0). If K is a field of characteristic 0 and if Daf(0) = 0

for all a £ W, then / = 0. If Ä" is of positive characteristic, then this

conclusion does not hold in general.

Now let (Pij)ieijeJ De a matrix, where / and / are finite sets and each

entry p¡j is an element of K[XX, ... , Xs]. Consider the system of partial

differential equations:

(2.1) Yjpij(D)Uj = f,       i el,

where f  (i e I) and u)   (j e J) are in K\XX, ... , Xs^ .
The system of pde's (2.1) is said to be consistent if it can be solved for

(Uj)jç.j . It is said to be compatible if the following compatibility condition is

satisfied: For q¡ e K[XX, ... , Xs]   (i e I),

(2.2) X>Po=0W€/     =>     y^qi(D)f = 0.
/€/ m

The following theorem was first proved by Ehrenpreis for the case when K

is the complex field C . He raised the question whether his theorem could apply

to an arbitrary field (see [7, p. 173]).

Theorem 2. Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Then the system of pde's (2.1)

is consistent if and only if it is compatible.

Proof. Obviously, if (2.1) is consistent, then it is compatible. Suppose now that

(2.1) is compatible. We wish to show that it is consistent. The main idea of

our proof is to reduce (2.1) to an infinite system of linear equations so that the

Toeplitz theorem applies.

Since A" is a field of characteristic 0, (uj)jej satisfies the system of linear

pde's in (2.1) if and only if

D" I yipij(D)uJ J (0) = D"f(0)   Va e NJ and iel.

\j£J )

fi=Y,na,n)Xnia\,      iei,
o6N5

UJ■=  Yl £(J,ß)Xß/ß-> J €/,
ßeN'

and

Pu = E cv(v)*y.       (iJ)elxj.
y€N>

Suppose
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Then Daf(0) = r/(( a), and

D-(pij(D)Uj)(0)^plJ(D)DaUj(0)

(' \ „
= Plj(D)    £ tu,ß)Xß~a/(ß - «)!    (0) = £ C-Aß - <*)Zu,ß) •

\^>Q / ß>a

Let

(2-3) ^•■,-t/"«-".\0 otherwise.

Thus the system of pde's (2.1) is equivalent to the following system of linear

equations:

(2.4) J2      a[i,a),u,ß)iu,ß) = 11(i,a)   V(/,Q)e/xN5.
U,ß)eJxw

It remains to show that the compatibility condition (2.2) implies the compati-

bility condition for the system of linear equations (2.4). For this purpose, let

k e KIxN° be such that k(i>aX = 0 except for finitely many (/', a) e I x Ns.

Suppose

(2.5) ¿2     h,«)«(i,a),U,ß) = ü   V0',/J)e/xNí.
(i ,a)€/xNs

Let

Then

1i'-= 52h,*)xa>        ieI-
a€F

J2 mu = EE h.aftiKß - a)xß ■
¡ei ßeN'a<ß

From (2.3) and (2.5) we see that the sum *52a<ßk(i,a)Cij(ß - a) = 0 for all

(j, ß) e J x W ; hence £/6/ QiPij = 0 for all j e J. Since (2.2) is satisfied,
this implies

y^q,(D)f = 0.
¡ei

It follows that £,e/ Qi(D)fi(0) = 0, that is,

/ ,       ¿■li',a)tl(i,a) = 0.
(;',o)€/xNs

This shows that the system of linear equations (2.4) is compatible; hence it

is consistent by the Toeplitz theorem. Therefore the system of pde's (2.1) is
consistent.   □

3. Partial difference equations

Let AT be a field. A mapping from Is to K is called a K- sequence on If .

Let A be the linear space of all AT-sequences on IP . Given aelf, let t" de-

note the difference operator on S defined by Xaf := f( • +a) forfeA. A Lau-

rent polynomial in s indeterminates over K has the form J2aeEcnX" , where

£ is a finite subset of Is.   We use the notation  K[XX, X~x, ... , Xs, X~x]
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to denote the ring of Laurent polynomials in s indeterminates over K. If

P = J2a£E caxa is a Laurent polynomial, then p induces the difference opera-

tor P(t) = J2a€E CaTa .

Now let (Pij)j£ij€j be a matrix of Laurent polynomials, where / and /

are finite sets. Consider the system of partial difference equations:

(3.1) ^2píj(x)uj = f,       i el,

where f   (i e I) and Uj   (j e J) are in A .
The system of partial difference equations (3.1 ) is said to be consistent if it can

be solved for (Uj)jGj . It is said to be compatible if the following compatibility

condition is satisfied: For q, e K[XX, Xx~x, ... , Xs, X~x]  (i e I),

(3.2) £#¡j = 6V/eJ     *     yjqi(x)f = 0.
iei iei

Theorem 3. Let K be an arbitrary field. Then the system of pde's (3.1) is con-

sistent if and only if it is compatible.

Proof. Obviously, if (3.1) is consistent, then it is compatible.   Suppose now

that (3.1) is compatible. We wish to show that it is consistent.  The proof is

similar to that used in Theorem 2.  We reduce (3.1) to an infinite system of

linear equations and then apply the Toeplitz theorem to it.

Let

na,a) = fi(a)   ~i(i,a)el xZs,

Zu,ß) = Mß)  v(/,/5)e/xZí.

Suppose Pij = £y6ZI Cij(y)Xy. Then

Pij(x)Uj(a) = Y^ dj(y)Uj(a + y) = £ dj(ß - a)Uj(ß).

This shows that (3.1) is consistent if and only if the following system of linear

equations is consistent:

(3.3) ^2      a{i,a)(j,ßAj,ß) = rl{i,°<)'        (i,a)eIxZs,
(j,ß)€JxV

where ity.a),^,^) = c,-/(/? - a). The remainder of the proof is exactly the same

as that of Theorem 2. If (3.1 ) is compatible, then (3.3) is also compatible; hence

(3.3) is consistent by the Toeplitz theorem. We therefore conclude that (3.1) is

consistent.   D

4. Shift invariant spaces

Let S = S?(<ï>), where O = (<Pj)jej is a finite collection of compactly sup-

ported functions from W to C. Then the restriction of S to [0, 1 )s is finite

dimensional. Let *P = (y/i)¡ei be a basis for it. Suppose a, (i e I) are

sequences on Zi. To (a,),6/ we associate a function / on W as follows:

f(x) = Ydai(ß)iPi(x-ß)   forxe/? + [0, l)s, ß eZs.

tel
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We denote the function / by (a¡)Je¡. Let V be the linear space of all such

functions. Then S = =5^(0) is a linear subspace of V. In particular, each cp¡

has a representation (a¡j)Je¡, where each a¡j is a finitely supported sequence

on If.

A function f e V lies in 5 = S"(Q>) if and only if there are sequences Uj

(j e J) on If such that

(4.1) /=£?»;*'";■
j£J

Suppose / = (f)JeI. If x G [0, iy + ß for some ß e If , then x - a e
[0, 1Y + ß - a , and hence

cpj(x-a) = ^2au(ß-a)xpi(x-ß).

i€l

We see that (4.1) is equivalent to

/W = £ £ <Pj(x - a)Uj(a) = £ £ Yau(ß - a)¥i(x - ß)Uj(a).
j€J a€Zs jeJ a6Zs ¡6/

But

/(■*) = £.//(£) w(*- ß).
¡ei

Since (xp;)i€j forms a basis for S\^o, xy > it follows that

M) = £ £ au(ß - «)";(«) = £ £ u«j(«)"j(j8 - a)
jeJ aezs jeJ «ezs

for i G / and ß elf . This is equivalent to

2^Pij(t)uj = fi,       tel,
jeJ

where each /?,-_,■ is the Laurent polynomial given by

au(a)X-a.

Let Q be the collection of those (#,),e/ for which

qieC[XlfX¡-l,...,Xs,X-}]       (i el)

and

£4,7^ = 0  v/e/.

Theorem 3 tells us that a function / = (f)^, lies in 5^(0) if and only if, for

all (qi)iei G0,

£<7,(t)/; = o.
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Theorem 4. Let <D = (tpj)jej be a finite collection of compactly supported func-

tions from W to C and S:=<9*(<5>). Then a function is contained in S ¿fand

only if it is locally contained in S.

Proof. Let / be a function locally contained in S. Assume that / = (f)JeI ■
We wish to show that / is contained in S. By the preceding remark, it suf-

fices to show that, for every (<7,);6/ G Q, 2^,i&Iqi(x)f = 0. Suppose q¡ =

zJy6Zs Ci,yXy ,  i e I .

For a = (ax, ... , as) G If we use |a|oo to denote vaax.\<j<s |a7|. For a

positive integer N, let Kn := {a e If : |q|oo < A^}. Since each q¡ is a

Laurent polynomial, there exists a positive integer N such that c¡y = 0 for

all (i, y) with i g / and y £ K^¡. Let a be a fixed element of If. Since
/ is locally contained in S, there exists a g e S such that g and / agree

on a + [-(N + 1), N + l]s. It follows that g and / agree on /? + [0, 1)*

for all ß ea + KN. Let g = (g¡)J€l. Then g¡(fi) = f,(ß) for all i G / and
ß G a + KN . Therefore we have

£^(T)/;(a) = £ £ Ci,yfi(a + y)
iei iei yeKN

= £ £ ci¡Ygi(a + y) = YqMSi(a) = 0.
iei yeKN 16/

The last equality in the above is true since g e ¿5^(0). This shows that

Y.ia qi(T)Ma) — 0 f°r au oc eZs ; hence J^i€l q¡(x)f = 0, as desired.    D

5. Approximation order

We are now in a position to consider approximation in LP(W) spaces (1 <

p < oo). In this section, we use / to denote the cube [-1, IF. If E is a

measurable subset of W and 1 < p < oo, then ||/||p(£') denotes the quantity

(JE\f(x)\pdx)x/p . If p = oo, then H/H^ii) denotes the essential supremum

of / over E.

Theorem 5. Let O = (<Pj)jeJ be a finite collection of compactly supported func-

tions in LP(W). If 5^(<b) provides Lp-approximation order r for some p e

[1, oo], then <5^(<P) contains Ylr-X.

Proof. Our proof follows the lines of [12]. Write S for ^(<S>). Suppose that S
provides Lp-approximation order r. We wish to prove that S contains nr_i .

By Theorem 4, it suffices to prove that U.r- x is locally contained in S. Suppose

to the contrary that nr_ i is not locally contained in S. Then there is an integer

k with 0 < k < r - 1 such that Ylk_x is locally contained in S but Ylk is
not. By Theorem 4, n^_i Ç S. Thus, there exists a nontrivial homogeneous

polynomial q of degree k such that q is not locally contained in S. For this

q , there is a positive integer m such that q\m¡ £ S\m¡. Let

(5.1) S := inf \\q - w\\p(ml).
w€S" "?>.

Since S\m¡ is finite dimensional, S must be positive.

There exists a sufficiently smooth function / g Lp(R) such that f\¡ = q\¡.

Let u e Sh = {g(-/h) : g e S}   (h > 0). Then u = w( • /h) for some function
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w e S. Hence

\\f-u\\p(I) = \\q-w(-/h)\\p(I)

= hs'p\\q(h • ) - w\\p(I/h) = hs'p\\hkq - w\\p(I/h),

where we have used the fact that q is homogeneous of degree k.  Thus we

obtain

(5.2) ||/ - w( ■ /h)\\p(I) = hk+s'p\\q - w/hk\\p(I/h).

If p = oo and 0 < h < l/m, then (5.1) and (5.2) tells us that, for any
u = w(-/h)eSh,

||/ - u\UI) = hk\\q - w/hk\\x(I/h) > hkS .

Thus, S provides i,œ -approximation order at most k if S does not contain

n*.
Let us now consider the case 1 < p < oo . For ß e If and w e S we have

||4 - w\\p(ß + ml) = ||<7( • + ß) - w( • + ß)\\p(ml) = \\q - v\\p(ml),

where v = q - q(- + ß) + w( ■ + ß). Since S is shift-invariant, w( • + ß) e S.

Also, q - q(- + ß) G Yik-X ç S. Hence v e S, and by (5.1) we obtain

(5.3) \\q - w\\p(ß + ml) = \\q - v\\p(ml) > Ô .

Let h = l/[(2«+ l)m], where n is a positive integer. Then

\q-w\\p(I/h)= [ \q
Jl-(2n+X)m,(2n+X)mX'

-W\P
J[-(2n+X)m ,(2n+X)mY

=   £    / \q-w\p>(2n+iySp = (hm)-sSp.

This together with (5.2) implies that, for any u = w( • lh) e Sh ,

||/- u\\p(I) = hk+s'"\\q - w/hk\\p(I/h) > ôm~s/phk .

The above estimate is true for h = I/[(2n + l)m], where n can be any positive

integer. Since k < r, this contradicts the assumption that S provides Lp-

approximation order r.   D

Finally, we consider the case in which O consists of a single function cp .

Theorem 6. Let cp be a compactly supported function in LP(W) (1 < p < oo)

such that <p(0) ̂  0. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(a) S?(tp) provides ^-approximation order r.

(b) Ylr-Xc5"(cp).
(c) cp satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions of order r.

The implication (a) => (b) follows from Theorem 5 at once. With the as-

sumption 0(0) ^ 0, it is proved in [1] that (b) implies (c). The implication

(c) => (a) is well known. See [10] for an explicit construction of a quasi-

interpolation scheme which provides the desired approximation order.
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